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Strictly Confidential - Not for Wider Circulation without Participant / User Approval No Enter "Compliant" or audit comment - do not leave blank. Please complete in English Only

Audit Form Views (NB. If buttons don’t work set Macro Security to Low (see Tools/Macro/Security/Low)) Reset Audit Form

Region 1 Read questions in other language

Country GREECE (Please complete audit in English) WHEN AUDIT COMPLETE Warning button 8 deletes self-audit comments

Airport ATH Type of site - JV or Throughput

Name SAFCO A.E. (Th'put = non JV + 2 or more supplier)

Shareholders BP, EKO,  SHELL

Operator SAFCO A.E. Button 2 hides external audit columns

Type of Operation Intoplane UPDATE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS Warning button 9 deletes external audit comments

Site Manager Mr MICHALIS DOUROS Button 3 hides internal audit columns

Auditor Name Mr NIKOS KIAPEKAKIS

Audit Date (Cell Y17) Button 5 hides Guidance Notes column

Audit Type JV Site
Audit Summary

Que 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Self 

Audit 
Self Audit - Auditor Comment

Self Audit - Operator's Proposed Corrective 

Action and Target Date

Date Actions 

Last Updated
Guidance Notes for Auditors / Examples of Best Practice

Ans Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 27/10/14  Q1.1 -  Q1.2 -  Q2.1 -  Q2.2 -  Q2.3 -  Q3.1 -  

Q3.2 -  Q3.3 -  Q3.4 -  Q4.1 -  Q4.2 -  Q4.3 -  

Q4.4 -  Q5.1 -  Q6.1 -  Q6.2 -  Q6.3 -  Q7.1 -  

Q7.2 -  Q8.1 -  Q8.2 -  Q8.3 -  Q8.4 -  Q9.1 -  

27/10/2014 Summarise audit actions into row 17 for use in head office 

summary report for all in scope core principle locations.

Audit Detail SELF AUDIT (by Site Manager) - Column Y - AA

Que

Compliant 

 (Yes / 

No) Self Audit - Auditor Comment

Self Audit - Operator's Proposed Corrective 

Action and Target Date

Date Actions 

Last Updated

Guidance Notes for Auditors / Examples of Best Practice

1.0 Yes Oil Company Core Principles first issued in July 2008

1.1 Yes Signed 30/7/2008

1.2 Yes Standard format adopted Strongly recommended Core Principles adopted unchanged as 

standard industry format.

2.0 Yes

2.1 Yes Signed 15/12/2008

2.2 Yes Signed 10/09/2008

2.3 Yes All JIG inspectors and other auditors have 

signed a confidentiality agreement (Tier 3) 

prior to inspection of SAFCO.

Most auditors will need to view sensitive information so should 

sign confidentiality agreement. Good practice to send Tier 3 

document in advance to 3rd parties advising them they will have 

to sign prior to audit. Airlines, Airport Authorities, Statutory 

Authorities (HSE, Environment Agency, Customs & Excise) will 

normally be covered by confidentiality within commercial 

agreements with the Users or statutory duties. If in doubt about 

whether 3rd party should sign confidentiality agreement consult 

line manager / legal adviser.

3.0 Yes

English

Is a confidentiality agreement in place between the JV Operator and JV participants (Tier 1)?  If 

not, please provide reasons for not having it in place.

27/10/14

Were the JV Core Principles: (i) adopted in exactly the same form as provided by the JV 

participants?  or (ii) If amended before adoption please provide details of any amendments, or 

(iii)If not adopted, please provide reasons for not having in place.

JV

Audit Question

Has the JV adopted the "JV Core Principles" by JV Board/Management Committee resolution?  If 

so, please provide date.  

JV Core Principle Confidentiality Agreements Executed by JV

Board Meetings Conducted in Compliance with JV Core Principles

Is a confidentiality agreement in place between the JV Operator and JV Manager (Tier 2). If not, 

please provide reasons for not having it in place

JV Core Principles Adopted and Embedded by JV

Have JIG inspectors or other auditors signed a confidentiality agreement (Tier 3) prior to 

inspection of the JV over the past year?   If not in any instances, please provide details and 

explain why 

1. View Both Self & External Audit 

2. View Self Audit Form Only 

3. View External Audit Form Only 

4. Best Fit Row Height 

5. Hide Guidance Notes 

8. Clear Self Audit Form Only 
(Last External Audit Comments Retained) 

6.CLICK HERE FOR AUDIT SUMMARY 
CELLS Z17 TO AD17 

7.CLICK HERE AFTER UPDATING 
CORRECTIVE  ACTIONS 
CELL AA17 & AD17 

9. Clear External Audit Form Only 
(Last Self Audit Comments Retained) 
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Que

Compliant 

 (Yes / 

No) Self Audit - Auditor Comment

Self Audit - Operator's Proposed Corrective 

Action and Target Date

Date Actions 

Last Updated

Guidance Notes for Auditors / Examples of Best PracticeAudit Question

3.1 Yes After every JV Meeting, Minutes are checked 

(By Company lawyers) - full compliant - no 

sensitive information concerning customers is 

included.

3.2 Yes After every JV Meeting, Minutes are checked - 

full compliant - no sensitive information 

concerning invoicing or any other commercial 

info provided.

3.3 Yes Confirmed that there are no references in the 

JV meetings to volumes or other Airlines data.

3.4 Yes JV Manager confirms full compliant of Core 

Principles in JV  or Shareholders meetings. 

No discussions on sensitive information are 

taking place.

Market Intelligence received by the Site Manager from one 

supplier about one of its own customers should remain 

confidential between the Site Manager and the Supplier. Market 

Intelligence that is in the public domain (e.g. airport press 

releases) can be shared with all suppliers.

4.0 Yes

4.1 Yes  JV Manager received written confirmation 

from JV Representatives (B.O.D. members) 

that their actions/activities comply with JV 

Core principles and they have received 

competition law training.

Example email "To JV Board Directors - As part of our JV Core 

Principles Compliance auditing process can you confirm by return 

of this email your full compliance with the following :- (1) As a JV 

Representative your actions and activities comply with the 

requirements of the JV Core Principals, (2) You have received 

competition law training in accordance with your shareholder 

company's antitrust programme. Please do not hesitate to contact 

me should you wish to clarify or discuss this request further."

4.2 Yes Induction of Competition Law presentation 

provided by BP to SAFCO's manager in July 

2008. Refresher training provided by BP in 

22/4/2014

4.3 Yes Training has been completed for JV's Ops 

Manager,  Administration staff, supervisors 

and Operators (both permanent and 

temporary).  New procedure in place for 

introducing JV Core principles to all new 

employees. Refrecement training is already in 

place. All personell will be retrained by Dec 

2014

4.4 Yes Record of staff already trained is available.

5.0 Yes

Has training in the JV Core Principles been received by operational staff at the JV (e.g., 

supervisory staff, operators)) within the last 1 year?  If so, who provided the training (e.g., JV 

manager, JV participant?)?  If not, why not? [NB Change translations from 2 years to 1 year]

Does the JV manager keep a record of training for JV staff?  If so, please provide details.

Please confirm that there are no references in JV minutes to specific customers, except where 

strictly necessary for proper operation of the JV (see potential exceptions in the JV Core 

Principles)?  If not, please provide details.

Please confirm that there are no references in the JV minutes to individual volumes supplied by 

each participant or throughputter.

JV Manager to confirm that he/she is not aware of any discussions in JV board meetings or 

shareholder meetings or elsewhere whether recorded in the minutes or otherwise that included 

references to sensitive information (as set out in Appendix 1 of the Core Principles), except where 

strictly necessary for proper operation of the JV (see potential exceptions in the JV Core 

Principles)?  If not, please provide details

Please confirm that there are no references in the JV minutes to customer invoicing or to any 

other commercial matters related to the supplier-customer relationship between the JV 

participants and the airlines. 

JV Have Trained Staff & Can Provide Examples of Understanding of JV Core Principles

Has the JV Manager received training in the JV Core Principles within the last 1 year ? If so, 

please provide details of training packs used.  If not, why not? [NB Change translations from 2 

years to 1 year]

JV Manager to provide evidence that each JV Representative / Director has confirmed in writing 

(e.g. email) each year that: (i) their actions and activities comply with the requirements of the JV 

Core Principles and (ii) they have received competition law training in accordance with their 

shareholder company’s antitrust programme.

JV Controls Access to Restricted Individual Participant’s Customer Information
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Que

Compliant 

 (Yes / 

No) Self Audit - Auditor Comment

Self Audit - Operator's Proposed Corrective 

Action and Target Date

Date Actions 

Last Updated

Guidance Notes for Auditors / Examples of Best PracticeAudit Question

5.1 Yes Full Compliant for information issued to 

participants regarding any information on 

individual customers sales activities.

6.0 Yes

6.1 Yes Full Compliant. Data provided in respect of 

volumes or flights or costs for the JV, are only 

aggregated data and do not enable any 

particular participant to be identified.

6.2 Yes Full Compliant. The participants are not 

provided with broken down customers, 

volumes or any other data that pertains to any 

participant.

Best Practice - (1) to minimise risk of sending sensitive 

information to the wrong recipient - set up email address groups 

for sending data to individual Users e.g. "BP Supplier Report". (2) 

Emails should have an automatic signature footer containing 

name of operating company and confidentiality statement such as 

"BP International Limited. Registered office: Chertsey Road, 

Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex, TW16 7BP. Registered in 

England and Wales, number 542515. The information contained 

in this electronic transmission may contain proprietary and/or 

confidential information.  Access to this electronic transmission by 

anyone other than the intended recipient(s) is unauthorised.  if 

you are not the intended recipient you may not use,  disclose, 

forward, distribute, copy, print or retain this communication and 

you should notify the sender immediately.  Please then delete all 

copies of the email."

6.3 Yes Compliant. 

7.0 Yes If Not Applicable state why - do not leave audit blank

7.1 Yes For split contracts, the participants are 

provided by an assurance by SAFCO's 

Manager, that their % of the volume has been 

fullfiled. No numbers are provided not even to 

the participants.

JV Controls Split Contract Customer Data Information Sent to JV Participants (and JV 

Throughputters)

Where the JV administers a split customer contract between multiple participants/throughputters, 

confirm that each particular participant/throughputter is not provided with the volumes or other 

sensitive data of the other participants/throughputters that share that customer with them.  Note: if 

the shared customer uses more than one into-plane operation at the location, it may be necessary 

to share limited information with competing into-plane operations so as to calculate the total 

volumes supplied to a shared customer – see question 8 below)  

Confirm that data provided in respect of the total volumes and costs for the JV  are provided on an 

aggregated basis and do not enable the position of particular participants/throughputters to be 

identified.  If not, please provide details.  

JV Controls Spreadsheet and Data Documents Sent to Individual JV Participants (and 

Throughputters)

Please confirm that there is no passing on of information, in whatever form, whether of a detailed 

or general nature, regarding the individual customer sales activities of any participant within the 

JV except to: (a) employees of the JV who need the information to perform logistics tasks during 

deliveries at the airport; (b) the JV Manager/Operator; (c) Auditors, JIG inspectors or other visitors 

covered by a confidentiality agreement or (d) that Participant.  If not, please provide details.

Confirm that spreadsheet and data documents sent to each participant and throughputter 

contains that party’s own customer data only (in other words, that participants are not provided 

with broken down customer, volume, pricing or other data that pertains to another participant or 

throughputter). If not, please provide details

Other than in the case of split contracts (see 7 below), confirm that no calculation or reference to 

market shares are provided to the participants/throughputters.  If not, please provide details.
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Que

Compliant 

 (Yes / 

No) Self Audit - Auditor Comment

Self Audit - Operator's Proposed Corrective 

Action and Target Date

Date Actions 

Last Updated

Guidance Notes for Auditors / Examples of Best PracticeAudit Question

7.2 Yes Currently there is no such case but SAFCO 

recognises sensitive information and when will 

be dealt in accordance with core principles 

when required.

8.0 Yes If Not Applicable state why - do not leave audit blank

8.1 Yes Full complaint. Information exchanged only 

concerns aggregated volumes for the specific 

split contracts

8.2 Yes Communication is always recorded (by letter) 

twice per year when the split contracts are 

discussed and by FAX message if extra 

communication is neccasary in between.

8.3 Yes It is contractual obligation of SAFCO to 

provide the airport's Storage company, 

aggregated volumes / supplier. No data per 

airliner or any other sensitive data are 

provided. 

8.4 Yes Airport authority, contractually, is sent 

aggregated volumes by supplier and does not 

receive volumes per airline. 

Generally Airport Authority does need to know individual 

supplier's aggregate volume for the purpose of charging airport 

fees - confidentiality will normally be covered in the commercial 

agreements between the parties. Information about individual 

airline volumes are confidential between the supplier and the 

airline customer and should not be provided to airport authorities 

without customer and supplier consent. Where customer volumes 

are supplied to airport authorities then it is recommended these 

are aggregated for each airline customer and do not detail current 

contract holder details.

9.0 Yes

9.1 Yes SAFCO operates using  a  SAFCO network (4 

PCs) and no participant has access. Globe 

Fuel which is the company provided the FHS 

system used by SAFCO and also provides IT 

support to SAFCO, so has remote access to 

our system, has signed a confidentiality 

agreement with SAFCO. The system is also 

protected by passwords.

9.2 Yes Office records secured in Records Room 

where only the Management has access.

Security of JV paper-copy (non-computer) records - Confirm that paper-copy  records which 

contain confidential/sensitive information are kept in a secure location (locked storage) and are not 

generally accessible to the participants?  Please provide details.

Where it is necessary to share information with a Storage (and/or Hydrant) Operator (e.g. for stock 

reconciliation purposes), confirm the information being shared is individual participants’ 

aggregated volumes without identifying individual participants’ contract details. If not, please 

provide details.

Under the Core Principles, suppliers of shared customers are entitled to know that they have a fair 

allocation of short and long haul flights.  The JV may (in addition to details to each supplier of its 

own individual sales data) therefore provide participants/throughputters with an overall breakdown 

of that customer’s long and short-haul flights (but which does not identify which of those flights 

are served by which third party participant/throughputters).  No other information should be 

provided.  Please confirm that this is the case.

JV Maintains Security of Commercially Sensitive Information Held by JV

Security of JV Computer records - Are the JV's (i) email systems (e.g., JV Manager's email) or (ii) 

IT systems owned or operated by one of the participants or anyone controlled by them?  If so, 

confirm that there are measures in place (e.g. password protection) to prevent the JV's 

confidential/sensitive information becoming known to fuel marketing staff at the participant 

company?  Please provide details

Where it is necessary to share information with the Airport Authority (e.g. for calculation of airport 

fees payable), confirm the information being shared is limited to the information individual 

participants are contractually required to provide to the Airport Authority (normally individual 

participants’ aggregated volumes without identifying individual participants’ contract details). If 

not, please provide details.

Where it is necessary to share information with other Intoplane Operations in order to administer 

participants’ or throughputters’ airline split contract commitments, confirm that information being 

shared is JV split contract volumes only and that data is aggregated for each intoplane operation 

without identifying individual participants' contract details.  If not, please provide details.

Confirm that a record is maintained of communications and meetings with Other Intoplane 

Operations.

JV Controls Communications With One or More Competing Intoplane Operations and/or 

Airport Authority
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Que

Compliant 

 (Yes / 

No) Self Audit - Auditor Comment

Self Audit - Operator's Proposed Corrective 

Action and Target Date

Date Actions 

Last Updated

Guidance Notes for Auditors / Examples of Best PracticeAudit Question

9.3 Yes Delivery tickets are kept for 10 years (Greek 

legal requirment)

After 5 years delivery ticket information would not normally be 

considered confidential. However, Operator should check with 

suppliers as to whether they want delivery tickets disposed of as 

"confidential waste".

Please confirm (i) how long documents are retained for and (ii) that process is in place for 

confidential destruction of documents containing confidential/sensitive information. 
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